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Abstract
Predictions in the behavior of granular materials using Discrete Element Methods (DEM) hinge on the employed interaction potentials. Here we introduce a data driven, Bayesian framework to quantify DEM predictions. Our approach relies on experimentally
measured coefficients of restitution for single steel particle–wall collisions. The calibration data entail both tangential and normal
coefficients of restitution, for varying impact angles and speeds of the bouncing particle. The parametric uncertainty in multiple
Force–Displacement models is estimated using an enhanced Transitional Markov Chain Monte Carlo implemented efficiently on
parallel computer architectures. In turn, the parametric model uncertainties are propagated to predict Quantities of Interest (QoI)
for two testbed applications: silo discharge and vibration induced mass-segregation. This work demonstrates that the classical way
of calibrating DEM potentials, through parameter optimization, is insufficient and it fails to provide robust predictions. The present
Bayesian framework provides robust predictions for the behavior of granular materials using DEM simulations. Most importantly
the results demonstrate the importance of including parametric and modeling uncertainties in the potentials employed in Discrete
Element Methods.
c 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Discrete Element Method (DEM) [1] is a powerful technique for simulating particle models of engineering systems. It is the main tool of computational investigation in engineering applications [2] including Silo discharge [3–6],
wave propagation through granular media [7], particle mixing on grates and in drums [8–10], fluidized beds [11,12]
and plug flows [13].
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The core of DEM is the selected Force–Displacement (F–D) model that updates the rotational and translational
movement for each particle following pairwise collisions with other particles and obstacles. The F–D model reflects
the nature of the material and is a low order model of the detailed viscoelastic interactions of each particle with
its environment. However F–D models are semi-empirical and often contain several parameters to be identified.
The sensitivity of various Quantities of Interest (QoIs) in DEM simulations to the F–D model parameters has been
the subject of several investigations [5,14–17]. The common practice is that DEM parameters are calibrated using
experimental measurements, without taking into account the experimental and model uncertainty. The search for an
optimal DEM model has led to extensive comparative studies [18,19] of different models and parameters. The studies
reported in [19] demonstrated the difficulty in defining and asserting the superiority of one model over the others.
Here we investigate the parameters and structure of F–D models in DEM using a Bayesian framework [20–26].
A probabilistic Bayesian Uncertainty Quantification and Propagation (UQ+P) framework is used to quantify and
calibrate parameter uncertainties in DEM simulations based on available experimental measurements from system
components. Furthermore we propagate these uncertainties in DEM simulations to make robust predictions for
relevant QoI.
We focus on evaluating the quantitative predictions of three different F–D models using experimental data for
normal and tangential restitution coefficients. The uncertainty in the parameters of these models is estimated, and the
most probable model is identified. In turn we propagate uncertainties to QoI in simulations of applications such as
Silo Discharge blocking and the “Brazil Nut” effect [27]. We employ an enhanced parallel variant of the Transitional
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (TMCMC) algorithm [28,29] along with a parallel framework to distribute the large
number of system runs in clusters with heterogeneous computer architectures [30]. Our results help demonstrate the
value of the Bayesian framework for DEM simulations and provide credible intervals for their predictions.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we outline the elements of DEM simulations and in particular
the parametric F–D models. Section 3 presents the Bayesian framework and in Section 4 we give the results for the
Bayesian Calibration of the F–D model parameters. Section 5 showcases two UQ+P studies on relevant industrial
applications using the calibrated uncertainty models from Section 4. Our summary and conclusions are presented in
Section 6.
2. The DEM and its implementation
The DEM is a widely used method to simulate granular material with a broad range of industrial applications
ranging from oil and gas to pharmaceutical and metallurgy. The granular material is modeled as a set of particles of
various shapes with translational and rotational degrees of freedom accompanied by models of interparticle collisions.
Each particle has its own mass, velocity and contact properties. The contact forces between particles consist of elastic,
viscous and frictional resistance forces.
In this work we consider two-dimensional
systems. Two disks with radii Ri , R j are assumed to be in mechanical


contact if ξi j ≡ Ri + R j − ri − r j  > 0. Here ri − r j = ri j is the vector connecting the center of particle i to
the center of particle j and ξi j is the mutual compression between the particles
(see Fig. 1). The force exerted on
 
particle i due to contact with particle j is given as Fi j = Finj + Fit j where F t and (F n ) are its tangential and normal
contributions (see 1). Following the notation of [31] the normal and the tangential contact force components can be
written as
Finj = Finj einj ,

Fit j = Fitj eit j

(1)

with the unit vectors
rj − ri
,
einj = 
rj − ri 

eit j =



0
1


−1
· einj .
0

Particles evolve according to the two-dimensional Newton’s equations of motion (2):
m i r̈i = m i g +

N


Fi j ,

Ii φ̈i =

j, j̸=i

ri = ri0 ,

ṙi = 0,

N 



li j × Fi j · eizj

j, j̸=i

φi = 0,

φ̇i = 0

(2)
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Fig. 1. Sketch indicating the various F–D components for a binary collision between particle i and j.

Table 1
Normal Force–Displacement F n models based on the extended non-linear viscoelastic model. F n stands for Finj , and ξ stands for ξi j .
Model no.

Model name

Expression

Ref.

Tsuji

F n = −k n ξ 3/2 − γ n ξ̇ ξ 1/4

[36]

M2

Kuwabara–Kono

F n = −k n ξ 3/2 − γ n ξ̇ ξ 1/2

[37,38]

M3

Extended non-linear

F n = −k n ξ 3/2 − γ n ξ̇ ξ α

M1

n

[19]

where each particle i, i = 1, . . . , N has a mass (m i ) and moment of inertia (Ii ), translational (r̈i ) and rotational
(φ̈i ) acceleration while g denotes gravity, li j denotes the vector from the center of particle i to the contact point
with particle j and eizj denotes the unit vector perpendicular to the plane spanned by eit j and einj . These ordinary
differential equations (Eq. (2)) are solved with a 3rd order Gear Predictor–Corrector scheme [32]. The time-step
∆t = 10−6 , allows for the collisions between two disks to be simulated using at least 87 time steps [33].
 Note that

C2 R

15m

u2

ef f n
Timoshenko et al. [34] give an expression for the duration of a collision: δt = 2.9432 u ne f f where C =
,
Re3f f E e f f








Re f f = Ri R j / Ri + R j , the effective Young’s modulus given as 1/E e f f =
1 − νi2 /E i + 1 − ν 2j /E j ,
m e f f = m i m j /(m i + m j ) and u n denotes the relative normal velocity between the two particles just before the
contact. Following the recommendation in [35], we use a time-step equal to 1/50 fraction of the shortest possible
collision time in the system estimated with the formula for δt above.
In the present work deformations induced by contacts between particles or a particle colliding with a boundary,
are modeled by the formation of an overlap region at the contact point while the circular shape is maintained after
collisions. Here we employ three F–D models specified by three different normal forces and one single tangential
force. These models are based on the F–D model proposed by Tsuji et al. [36] and their functional form and parameters
are given in Table 1. The parameters
in Table 1 consist of the material property spring constant k n , given according to

n
Hertz theory as k = 4/3E e f f Re f f . The dissipative constant γ n is phenomenological while in the models M1 , M2
the exponent in the dissipative terms is a-priori specified to be 1/4 and 1/2 respectively. In the third model M3 , the
exponent is left to be freely determined as a parameter based on the experimental observations.
The tangential force component is obtained by a modification of the original Cundall and Strack model [39]:
 τ
 t t
 
 t
  
t
t


F = − k ξ · sign ξ , ξ =
(3)
u t H µ  F n  /k t − ξ t  dτ ′

τ0
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where H is the Heaviside function, k t and µ are phenomenological parameters modeling the tangential spring stiffness
and friction, τ0 is the time when the collision between disk i and j starts, τ > τ0 is the time when we evaluate the force
and u t denotes the relative tangential velocity between the two particles at their contact point. Collisions of particles
with rigid walls are represented by collisions with phantom disks with a very small curvature [40]. This method treats
the walls as a smooth boundary surface allowing for inelastic collisions.
3. Bayesian uncertainty quantification and propagation for the DEM
We consider a parametrized class M of a Force–Displacement model, and let θ ∈ R Nθ be a set of F–D parameters
(e.g. tangential spring stiffness, friction coefficient, dissipative constant) belonging to this model class, that will be
estimated using experimental data. The model parameters θ are considered to be uncertain and probability distribution
functions (PDF) are introduced to quantify their plausible values. A PDF π (θ |M) is assigned to the model parameters
incorporating prior information based on previous knowledge or physical limitations.
3.1. Model parameter estimation
In Bayesian inference, the probability distribution of the model parameters θ is updated based on measurements
available at a particle–particle, particle–wall or system level. Let D ≡ ŷ = {yr , r = 1, . . . , n y } ∈ Rn y be a set
of observations (data) available from experiments. The prediction error e ∈ Rn ŷ is introduced to characterize the
discrepancy between the model predictions g (θ |M) ∈ Rn y and the corresponding data ŷ. The observation data and
the model predictions satisfy the prediction error equation
ŷ = g (θ|M) + e.

(4)

The prediction error is composed of two parts
e = ed + em ,

(5)

accounting for the measurement (ed ) and modeling (em ) uncertainties, respectively.
Experimental data usually are provided in terms of the mean and the variance of each measured quantity so the
maximum entropy principle [41], can be invoked to select a normal distribution for the measurement error term ed .
Similarly, this Gaussian assumption is also well justified for the modeling error term em due to the lack of information
for assigning an alternative distribution.


Assuming zero mean for each error term, we set ed ∼ N 0, Σ d and em ∼ N (0, Σ m ), where Σ d , and Σ m are
taken to be diagonal, due to the fact that measurements
  and model predictions under different system conditions are
independent. The covariance matrix Σ d = diag ν̃r2 , where ν̃r2 is the variance of the r th observation. The covariance


matrix Σ m = diag σr2 ŷr2 of the model error term involves the unknown normalized variance parameters σr2 which
are usually included in the uncertain parameter set θ to be determined from the data. It represents the inability of the
model to capture all of the experimental values at all possible scenarios. Letting σr2 = σ 2 one obtains the covariance
matrix Σ m = σ 2 diag( ŷr2 ) involving a single parameter σ 2 , scaling the variances of each prediction error quantity
involved in em by its experimental value ŷr2 . Note that Bayesian results depend on the choices of the distributions and
the correlation structure of the modeling errors. However a detailed study of different assumptions on the distribution
of the modeling terms is beyond the scope of the current study. The reader is referred to Ref. [42] for the effect of
correlation structure of the covariance matrix on the Bayesian results.
The updated distribution f (θ |D, M) of the model parameters θ , given the data D, the model class M and prior
information about the parameters π (θ |M), is given from the Bayes theorem as
f (θ |D, M) =

f (D|θ, M) π (θ|M)
f (D|M)

(6)

where f (D|θ, M) is the likelihood of observing the data D from a model corresponding to a value θ of the model
class M and f (D|M) is the evidence of the model class M, selected such that the posterior distribution f (θ |D, M)
of the model parameters integrates to one.
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Using the prediction error equation (4) and assuming that the error terms in (5) are independent, the likelihood
f (D|θ, M) of observing the data follows the multi-variable normal distribution:
 −1/2 


Σ


1 
ex p − J θ ; ŷ
f (D|θ, M) =
(7)
2
(2π ) N /2
where

 
T


J θ ; ŷ = ŷ − g (θ|M) Σ −1 ŷ − g (θ|M)

(8)

is the weighted measure of fit between the F–D model predictions and the measured data, Σ = Σ d +Σ m = diag[ν̃r2 +
σr2 ŷr2 ] is the covariance of the prediction error, and |.| denotes a determinant.
Stochastic simulation algorithms are used to generate samples from the posterior PDF. Here we use the TMCMC
algorithm [28], a generalization of the methods proposed in [23,43]. To handle the large computational cost associated
with the TMCMC algorithm, we exploit the parallel nature of the algorithm [29] using a task-stealing library [30].
3.2. Force–displacement model selection
Following the Bayesian calibration of the F–D model, selection between two alternative model classes Mi and M j ,
based on the observed data D, can be guided using the Bayes factor [22]
Ki j =

f (D|Mi )
.
f (D|M j )

(9)

A number of µ competing model classes M1 , . . . , Mµ are ranked based on their probability given the data D according
to the Bayes model selection equation
Pr (Mi |D) =

f (D|Mi )Pr (Mi )
f (D|M1 , . . . , Mµ )

(10)

where Pr (Mi ) is the prior probability of the model class Mi . The most probable model class is selected as the one that
maximizes Pr (Mi |D) over i. The evidence of each model class is evaluated as a by-product of the TMCMC algorithm.
3.3. Uncertainty propagation for robust posterior predictions
Robust posterior predictions of an output QoI Q are obtained by taking into account the updated (posterior) uncertainties in the model parameters given the measured data D [44]. Within this work, the robust posterior predictions
are conditioned to the data driven Bayesian identification of the uncertainties in the models and their parameters [25].
Let FQ (q|θ, M) be the conditional cumulative distribution of Q given the model parameters θ and the model class
M. For Gaussian modeling and measurement errors, the form of the cumulative distribution is simple and does not
require expensive system simulations. For systems that include uncertain initial condition input excitation uncertainties or other stochastic descriptors of its components, the estimation of the conditional cumulative distribution may be
computationally very expensive.
The posterior robust cumulative distribution FQ (q|D, M) of the output quantity Q, taking into account the model
M and the data D, is given by

FQ (q|D, M) = Pr (Q ≥ q|D, M) =
FQ (q|θ, M) f (θ |D, M)dθ.
(11)
θ

The robust estimate FQ (q|D, M) represents an average of the conditional cumulative distribution weighted by the
posterior probability distribution f (θ |D, M) of the model parameters [45]. The posterior cumulative distribution
FQ (q|D, M) quantifies the uncertainty in the QoI Q given the model and the data. Using the samples θ (i) , i = 1,
. . . , N drawn from the posterior probability distribution f (θ |D, M), the integral (11) is approximated by the sample
estimate
FQ (q|D, M) ≈

N
1 
FQ (q|θ (i) , M).
N i=1

(12)
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Table 2
Dataset for the DEM calibration, containing experimentally measured coefficient of restitution
ŷr , both normal (cnr) and tangential (ctr). The fourth column ν̂r refers to the reported
measurement uncertainties for each case. All values are taken from Ref. [46].
Impact angle (deg)

Type

ŷr

ν̃r (deg)

10
20
30
40
50
60

ctr
ctr
ctr
ctr
ctr
ctr

0.523
0.524
0.637
0.779
0.846
0.886

0.010
0.014
0.044
0.013
0.042
0.024

10
20
30
40
50
60

cnr
cnr
cnr
cnr
cnr
cnr

0.890
0.892
0.918
0.896
0.918
0.874

0.020
0.015
0.014
0.005
0.013
0.033

Eq. (11) and the corresponding sample estimate (12) can be used to provide a robust posterior estimate Pr (Q ≥
qlevel |D, M) = FQ (qlevel |D, M) of the probability of the QoI Q exceeding a level qlevel , taking into account the
posterior uncertainties in the model parameters given the data D and the model class M, as well as the model prediction
errors.
Let G(Q) be a function of the output QoI Q. The posterior robust performance measure of G(Q) given the data D
is estimated from [44]:

E [G(Q)|D, M] = E [G(Q)|θ, M] f (θ |D, M)dθ.
(13)
Setting G(Q) = Q or G(Q) = (Q − E[Q|D, M])2 in (13) and approximating the integral by its sample estimate we
obtain [29] the posterior robust mean
µ̄ Q ≡ E [Q|D, M] ≈

N


1 
µ Q θ (i) ; M
N i=1

(14)

and the posterior robust variance


2
σ̄ Q2 = E Q − µ̄ Q |D, M
≈

N
N 
2
1 
1 
σ Q2 (θ (i) ; M) +
µ Q (θ (i) ; M) − µ̄ Q
N i=1
N i=1

(15)

of the output QoI Q. The posterior PDF in (12), the posterior mean in (14) and the posterior variance in (15) constitute
robust measures of uncertainty of the QoI Q given the models and the data, taking into account the modeling and
parametric uncertainties. The coefficient of variation COV(Q), defined as the ratio of the standard deviation σ̄ Q to the
mean values µ̄ Q constitutes also an alternative measure of the uncertainty in the QoI Q.
4. Bayesian uncertainty quantification for contact-force models
We perform DEM simulations of a disk colliding with a steel wall and employ the Bayesian framework to quantify
uncertainties in the parameters of the three F–D models. Furthermore we provide a method to select the most probable
F–D model as well as propagate uncertainties to predict various output QoIs.
The Bayesian framework quantifies uncertainties in these parameters based on the experimental values and their
uncertainties for disk particles of steel colliding in a same material steel wall (see Table 2). The steel material and
geometric properties of the particles used in this study are: Young modulus E = 2.10 · 1010 , Poisson ratio ν = 0.3,
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Table 3
Range of uniform prior PDFs π(θ ) of the model parameters for all three model classes.
Class

Support of prior PDF π (θ )

M1
M2
M3

[0.05, 0.2] × [0.1, 15.0] × [0.1 · 104 , 15.0 · 104 ] × [0, 1 · 10−2 ] × [0, 1 · 10−2 ]
[0.05, 0.2] × [0.1, 15.0] × [0.1 · 104 , 15.0 · 104 ] × [0, 1 · 10−2 ] × [0, 1 · 10−2 ]
[0.05, 0.2] × [0.15, 1.35] × [0.1, 15.0] × [0.1 · 104 , 15.0 · 104 ] × [0, 1 · 10−2 ] × [0, 1 · 10−2 ]

Table 4
Mean values and coefficients of variation (COV) of the posterior distribution of the model parameter, along with the LogEvidence
values of each model class.
Class

µ̄

uµ

ᾱ n

u αn

γ̄ n

uγ n

k̄ t

ukt

σ1

σ2

LogEvidence

M1
M2
M3

0.109
0.108
0.111

12.8%
11.77%
9.5%

0.25
0.5
0.44

–
–
5.78%

0.81 · 104
8.41 · 104
5.45 · 104

17.2%
18.7%
55.5%

0.99
1.01
1.04

35.1%
33.8%
27.9%

0.0045
0.0035
0.0045

0.0016
0.0019
0.0007

15.46
16.39
22.41

disk radius Ri = 0.02225 m with a mass of 0.3538 kg. Note that these are the values reported in the experimental
study, but are not necessarily exact. One could consider them uncertain, and identify them along with the other model
parameters.
The mean values and the experimental uncertainty in the restitution coefficient measurements are reported in
Table 2 for various values of the impact angle between steel particles and a steel wall. We use as data the coefficients
of tangential (ctr) and normal (cnr) restitution for six values of the impact angle ranging from 10 to 60 degrees.
The coefficient of normal restitution is the ratio of the post-collisional and the pre-collisional values of the normal
component of the relative velocity of the object [47]. Similarly the coefficient of tangential restitution is the ratio of
the tangential velocity components.
 m

m of the prediction error model is chosen as a 2 × 2 block diagonal matrix
The covariance Σ m = diag Σcnr
, Σctr
m
m
with each block associated with the ctr and cnr measurements.
block elements
 2  The diagonal
 2  Σcnr and Σctr are also
2
2
m
m
assumed to be diagonal matrices, i.e. Σcnr = σ1 diag ŷcnr and Σctr = σ2 diag ŷctr , dividing in this way the
data into two disjoint groups associated with the normal and tangential coefficient of restitution, respectively. Each
group of data involves six measurements and the prediction errors for each one of the measurements are assumed
to be independent. Note that the parameter k n was kept fixed to its theoretical value determined using the Young
modulus, the Poisson ratio and the radius of the considered disks. Although one could have included the parameter k n
in the uncertain vector θ, herein it was decided to keep it fixed to its theoretical value, thus avoiding possible strong
interactions between this parameter and the rest of the F–D model parameters that could result in unrealistic k n values
further away from the theoretical one.


For the model classes M1 and M2 the parameter vector is θ = µ, γ n , k t , σ1 , σ2, involving 3 F–D model
 parameters, and two prediction error parameters. The θ for the third model class is θ = µ, α n , γ n , k t , σ1 , σ2 , , including
the exponent α n as an extra parameter. Uniform prior distributions for all parameters are used and their ranges are
shown in Table 3.
A parallel TMCMC algorithm [29] is used to generate samples from the posterior PDF of the model parameters. A
sensitivity study for the selection of the number of samples per TMCMC stage was performed, indicating that 8192
samples were adequate for all model classes considered, since an increase of almost 2 order of magnitude in samples
yielded results that differ insignificantly. The posterior distribution of the model parameters were thus represented by
the 8192 samples obtained at the last TMCMC stage.
The marginal distributions of the parameters for the three model classes M1 , M2 and M3 (see Figs. 2–4) are obtained using Kernel estimation. The TMCMC samples drawn from the posterior distribution provide sample estimates
of the mean and the standard deviation of the model parameters using Eqs. (14) and (15), respectively. The posterior
mean θ̄ and the coefficient of variation (COV) u θ of the model parameters are reported in Table 4 for each model
class. The COV measures the extent of uncertainty which is defined as the ratio of the sample standard deviation over
the sample mean.
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Fig. 2. Bayesian Calibration results for M1 . Above the diagonal: Projection of the TMCMC samples of the posterior distributions f (θ |D, M1 ) in
all pairs of 2-d parameter space (Colors indicate LogLikelihood values of the samples). Diagonal: Marginal distributions of the model parameters
estimated using kernel histograms. Box-plots demarcate the mean and 95% percentiles. Below the diagonal: Projected densities in 2-d parameter
space constructed via a bicubic kernel estimate (Coloring according to PDF Log-values). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The TMCMC samples from the last stage of the algorithm drawn from the posterior distribution employing the
force–displacement model class M1 are presented in Fig. 2. The posterior marginal distributions of the model parameters γ n and µ appear to be approximately symmetric with a sizeable uncertainty of COVs of 17.2% and 12.8%
respectively as indicate in Table 4. The marginal distributions of the prediction error parameters σ1 and σ2 are asymmetric with positive tail distributions. From the results in Table 4, the mean values of the prediction errors are 6.7%
and 4.0% for σ1 and σ2 , respectively.
Strikingly different is the behavior of the F–D parameter k t . Inspection of the marginal PDF of k t reveals a clearly
bimodal nature, with two distinct peaks, around k t ≈ 0.4 and k t ≈ 1.33. The peak value at k t ≈ 1.33 is approximately
2.1 times more probable than the peak value at k t ≈ 0.4. In order to understand this bimodal nature, we calculate the
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Fig. 3. Bayesian Calibration results for M2 . Color scheme and plot layout as in Fig. 2. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

robust predictions of the ctr, from each one of the two well-separated modes of the marginal distribution of k t shown
in Fig. 5.
The robust predictions of ctr using the samples around the mode peaked at k t ≈ 0.4 are shown in Fig. 5(a), while
the robust prediction of ctr using the samples around the mode peaked at k t ≈ 1.33 are shown in Fig. 5(c). The
samples from the two modes make almost the same quantitative predictions of the uncertainty in the ctr values for the
four higher impact angles. However, the predictions of the uncertainties for lowest two ctr values and the variation
of the ctr values and their uncertainties as a function of impact angles for impact angles lower than 20 degrees are
qualitatively different. This bimodality is clearly a result of an inadequate number of experimental data available at
the lower impact angle values. This finding suggests that experimental results for impact values lower than 10 degrees
would lead to a more informed (and unimodal) posterior distribution.
The uncertainty in the parameter estimates of the model class M2 are shown in Fig. 3. The two model classes
M1 and M2 differ solely on the exponent in the displacement damping term. Comparing Figs. 2 and 3 and the values
reported in Table 4, it can be seen that the calibration results between M1 and M2 are quantitatively very similar for the
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Fig. 4. Bayesian calibration results for M3 . Color scheme and plot layout as Fig. 2. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

two out of the three F–D model parameters µ and k t . The prediction error parameters σ1 and σ2 are also quantitatively
similar for the two model classes. The mean values in Table 4 suggest that σ1 is 10% higher and σ2 is 10% lower for
the model class M1 than the corresponding values for the model class M2 . Significant differences are estimated only
for the parameter γ n , which has a MAP estimate of 8.41 for model class M2 compared to 0.81 for the model class
M1 . This is due to the different displacement exponent damping term in the F–D model used for the model classes M1
and M2 . This indicates that the value of the exponent significantly affects the magnitude of the damping term. In the
model class M3 the exponent is left free to be determined from the data.
The shape of the marginal distributions and the projections in the 2-d spaces shown in Figs. 2 and 3 indicate that,
with the exemption of the γ n parameter, the model class M2 has identical behavior to M1 , including the bimodality
in κt . The similarities between F–D models M1 and M2 can also be corroborated from their Model Evidence values
reported in Table 4. Using the Bayes factor (9) and assuming equal priors for the two model classes, the relative
probabilities of the model classes M1 and M2 are 0.28 and 0.72, respectively. These probabilities slightly promote M2
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Fig. 5. Uncertainty Propagation for ctr using model class M1 . (a) Propagation using samples around the mode peaked at k t ≈ 0.4. (b) Bi-modal
marginal distribution of k t . (c) Propagation using samples around the mode peaked at k t ≈ 1.33.

as more probable than M1 , but are not sufficiently different so as to disregard the importance of model class M1 in
Bayesian predictions.
The calibration results for model class M3 are presented in Fig. 4. From the 2-D projection in the parameter
space (γ n , α n ), the parameters γ n and α n appear highly correlated. The uncertainty region is confined within a twodimensional manifold in the 6-D parameter space. From this 2-D projection in (γ n , α n ) space it is apparent that the
parameter γ n is unidentifiable with most probable values ranging over the whole domain of variation from 0.1 to 15
considered in the prior distribution. The optimal values and the uncertainty regions for the γ n parameter predicted by
model classes M1 and M2 are clearly subsets of the values predicted by the model class M3 and contained within the
unidentifiable manifold. It is worth pointing out that the optimal values along the unidentifiable manifold give same
predictions of the measured quantities. The optimal parameter values and associated uncertainties estimated for the
F–D model parameters µ and k t (Table 4) are quantitatively very similar to the values obtained for the first two model
classes M1 and M2 . Moreover, the bimodality in k t observed for model classes M1 and M2 is preserved for the model
class M3 as well. The prediction error parameters σ1 and σ2 are quantitatively similar for the three model classes.
Finally, comparing the model evidence values for M1 , M2 and M3 , it is apparent that M3 is promoted as the single
most probable model class with relative posterior probability equal to unity. Clearly there is flexibility in the selection
of the values of the F–D exponent α n used for model classes M1 and M2 (Table 2). Any value between 0.15 and 0.6
could have been used, provided that the value of γ n is adapted accordingly using the information from the manifold
of these two unidentifiable parameters.
5. Uncertainty propagation
Following the Bayesian calibration, the uncertainties identified for the parameter vector θ , using experimental
values from the collision of a sphere with a wall are propagated in order to make robust predictions of various QoIs
extracted from DEM simulations. We consider three problems:
• a steel disk impacting a steel wall, with or without initial spin.
• the Brazil Nut effect
• silo discharge
It is assumed that all particles involved share identical material properties.
5.1. Disk impacting a wall: robust prediction of restitution coefficient
Using the prediction error model employed and Eq. (15) we predict the normal and tangential coefficients of restitution of a steel disk impacting a steel wall using the 8192 posterior samples. The mean values and standard deviation
of the posterior distribution of coefficients of tangential restitution are shown in the top three subplots of Fig. 6 as a
function of the impact angle for the three model classes M1 , M2 and M3 . Similar results for the coefficient of normal restitution as a function of the initial impact velocity normal to the wall are shown in the bottom three subplots
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Fig. 6. Uncertainty Propagation for ctr and cnr using model classes M1 , M2 and M3 . Propagation to the calibrated values, top—ctr, bottom—
cnr. Experimental Values and their uncertainties are depicted in blue. Magenta lines indicate the mean prediction, green shaded areas show the
parameter uncertainty contribution, and red is the total uncertainty using the prediction error model employed and Eq. (15). (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

of Fig. 6. We find that the model error uncertainty is of equal importance as the parametric uncertainty. The predictions containing parametric uncertainties underestimate the uncertainties in the experimental values. The experimental
uncertainties considered in the calibration process are well captured, as should be expected, by considering both the
parametric and model error uncertainties.
Uncertainty propagation results for the coefficient of tangential restitution are presented for the case where an
initial spin of 80 rad/sec is given to the steel particle. The ctr uncertainties predicted by the model are shown as a
function of the impact angle in Fig. 7 for all model classes and for two types of uncertainty cases. In the first case,
only parametric uncertainties identified by the calibration procedure based on the ctr and cnr experimental values
without spin are propagated. In the second case, both parametric and model error uncertainties are propagated. In the
latter case, the model errors are assumed to be independent, identically distributed zero-mean Gaussian variables with
standard deviation equal to 8% of the estimated mean values. The model prediction uncertainties are compared with
the uncertainties in the experimental values of the restitution coefficients for various impact angle values available in
the literature for particles with the same spin [46]. The variation of the model predicted mean values of ctr as a function
of the impact angle adequately represent the observed variation in the experimental values. However, the uncertainty
in the ctr due to the uncertainties in the parameters of the F–D model is relatively small and cannot adequately capture
the observed uncertainty in the experimental values. The uncertainty in the experimental values can be captured by
introducing an 8% model error uncertainty.
These results emphasize the importance of including model error uncertainties in making robust predictions of output QoI in DEM simulations. Propagation of the identified uncertainty in the model parameters alone for predicting
various unobserved QoI is not adequate to make informed robust predictions. Model error uncertainty, resulting from
the inadequacy of the mathematical model class to represent an output QoI, need also to be quantified and considered
in the predictions. Introducing adequate mathematical models for quantifying model errors is quite challenging since
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Fig. 7. Uncertainty Propagation for ctr using model classes M1 , M2 and M3 . Prediction based on the plausible values for the backdrop experiment
using M1 , M2 and M3 . Experimental measurements and their uncertainty are depicted in red. Magenta lines indicate the mean prediction, green
shaded areas show the uncertainty due to parameters uncertainty, and blue is the total uncertainty using the prediction error model employed and
Eq. (15). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

observation for all QoI are not available to justify the model error selection. The choice of the mathematical form
of these model errors and the values of the parameters involved should be based on experience. In this study, it was
reasonable to choose a Gaussian model to represent the expected model error for ctr values of impacting particles
with initial spin. The level of uncertainty (standard deviation of the Gaussian model error) was another free parameter
to be selected. In the absence of experimental data this choice is arbitrary. However, one can investigate the effect of
the level of the model error uncertainty on the prediction of the total uncertainty in the QoI. These observations are
applicable to all F–D model classes employed herein.
5.2. Brazil nut
We consider a system of 72 identical steel disks of diameter 0.02 m, as well as one disk twice as big representing the
“Brazil Nut” (BN). We encage the disks in a rectangular box of width 0.161 m and height 0.32 m, as seen in Fig. 8(a).
The box is assumed to be of the same material as the beads. The box is shaken according to the following equations:


2π
r cos(a1 t)
x⃗c (t) = 1
,
α(t) =
sin(a2 t),
(16)
r2 sin(a1 t)
180
where x⃗c (t) is the displacement of the center and α is the orientation angle of the box as seen in Fig. 9(a). The values
of the parameters involved in (16) are fixed to r1 = 0.05, r2 = 0.083, a1 = 17 and a2 = 180 for the whole uncertainty
propagation procedure.
We define as p(z, θ ) = t/t0 the fraction of time that the nut remains above a certain height z during a shaking
that lasts t0 seconds. The QoI is the height z p corresponding to a given value for p. Simulations of the system are
performed using the model class M3 . Representative sample trajectories starting from two different initial points z init ,
located at the middle of the box at z init = 0.02 and z init = 0.1, are shown in Fig. 9(b). Fig. 8 shows 4 different phases
of the shaking procedure.
The uncertainty in the height z p (θ ) as a function of the fraction of time p of exceeding the level z p (θ ) is given in
Figs. 10(a) and (b) for two initial positions of the nut at z init = 0.02 and z init = 0.1, respectively. The uncertainty is
quantified by the mean value of the height z p (θ ) with respect to θ , as well as the 5% and 95% credible intervals. We
have used 500 samples of the posterior distribution in order to propagate parametric uncertainty. The selection of 500
samples is done with weighted Poisson sampling from the 8192 posterior samples with their weight chosen to be their
posterior values. The COV (z p (θ )) of the height z p due to the parametric uncertainty is also shown in Figs. 10(c) and
(d) for z init = 0.02 and 0.1, respectively. As expected, the height z p is a decreasing function of the fraction of time
p. From the values of the COV we remark the tendency for the uncertainty in z p to increase as the fraction of time
p is increasing. The COV values for these two particular z init simulation cases range from values as low as 4% for
small fractions of time p to values as high as 16% for higher p values. It is clear that the uncertainty in the F–D model
parameter values has an effect on this particular QoI.
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Fig. 8. Shaking pattern: (a) Initial resting position of the Brazil nut at t = 0. (b)–(c) Snapshots during the shaking at t = 10.04 and 23.04 s.
(d) Final resting position of the nut. Smaller steel particles are depicted white, while the “Brazil” nut is red. A video of the shaking can be seen in
the Supplementary Video 1 (see Appendix A). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

A second QoI is the exit time or the first passage time texit (z, θ ) of the Brazil nut, defined as the time it takes for the
nut to reach a height z for the first time. Fig. 11(a) shows the predictions of the uncertainty in the exit time Q t (θ, z)
due to the uncertainty in the parameter vector θ as a function of the height z for the case where the initial nut position
is z init = 0.02. The mean (robust) predictions texit (z) taking into account the parametric uncertainty as well as those
including the overall uncertainty in terms of the 5% and 95% percentile values are shown in this figure. Fig. 11(c)
shows the COV(texit (θ, z)) of the mean exit time due to the parametric uncertainty. Similar results for z init = 0.1 are
shown in Figs. 11(b) and (d). Note that for the case of z init = 0.02, the COV is negligible for height values up to
z = 0.14, while for height values greater than z = 0.14 the COV is approximately 0.3. The negligible uncertainty for
low height values is due to the violent motion exerted to the box, causing at the first cycle of vibration the particles and
the nut to be lifted inside the box up to a height of 12 cm without interacting with each other. Thus the motion of each
particle does not depend on the force–displacement model and the uncertainty in the model parameters do not affect
the motion. After the first cycle of box oscillation, the particles and the nut come in contact with each other and the
force–displacement model plays a role in the motion of the particle. As it can be seen in Fig. 11(a), the uncertainty in
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Fig. 9. (a) Box shaking pattern. The center of mass of the box is being moved according to Eqs. (16). (b) Sample trajectories regarding the Brazil
nut height during a shaking cycle, from the two starting positions at z init = 0.02 (solid lines) and z init = 0.1 (dashed lines).

the model parameters plays a significant role in the motion of the particles and the nut, resulting in a large uncertainty
with COV = 0.3 for the exit time of heights higher than z = 0.14. This observation is also confirmed by the results
obtained for the simulation case for which the nut initiates from z init = 0.1. In the first cycle of box oscillation, the
nut is lifted due to the violent motion to a height z = 0.22 without interacting with the other particles. Thus the exit
time for the first cycle and up to height z = 0.22 is not affected by the force–displacement model, yielding negligible
uncertainty in the exit time up to the height z = 0.22. After the first cycle of box oscillation, the nut and the particles
interact and the force–displacement model is activated and governs the motion of the particle. The exit time for heights
higher than z = 0.22 involves large uncertainty with COV values ranging from 0.2 to 0.8.
The third QoI is the cumulative probability that the exit time exceeds a time instant t. The cumulative probability
taking into account the parameter uncertainty is given by Eq. (11). Using the TMCMC samples, the sample cumulative
probability, given by Eq. (12), is shown in Figs. 12(a) and (b) for different values of the height z for the two initial nut
positions z init = 0.02 and z init = 0.1. A relative high uncertainty in the exit time due to the parameter uncertainty
is also confirmed by these Figures. These high values of uncertainty occur after the first cycle of box oscillation for
height levels greater than z = 0.14 and z = 0.22 for z init = 0.02 and z init = 0.1, respectively. For example, for the
z init = 0.02 case, the uncertainty in the exit time of the level z = 0.20 ranges from approximately 3 to 10 s.
From the high uncertainty in the exit time values it can be concluded that this QoI is very sensitive to the uncertainty
in the force–displacement model parameters. In contrast, a significantly lower sensitivity was observed for the fraction
of time the nut remains above a certain height.
5.3. Silo discharge
The simulation of a silo-discharge [40] is characterized by the flow of particles through an orifice that is arrested if
the size of the outlet is not large enough. Such a jam results in a complete and permanent halt of the flow. During the
outpouring of grains, jamming occurs due to the formation of an arch at the outlet (Fig. 13).
The disks are made of the same material as before, and have a diameter of d = 0.2 cm. The simulation domain is
a rectangle with width W = 64d, where d is the diameter of all the disks, and height H = 8W , enabling us to neglect
any artifacts from boundary effects [40]. Initially 40 × 400 = 16000 particles are placed in a uniform rectangular
lattice, almost in contact with each other (inter-particle gaps of neighboring beads are 0.05d) and in a distance d from
the bottom of the silo. These positions are randomly displaced by a distance of 0.01d to ensure that the initial structure
will break afterwards. The outlet remains closed throughout this equilibration time (Fig. 13(a)).
We let the beads relax for 10 s in the silo after the initial drop, and subsequently open the outlet. To detect the ending
of an avalanche cycle, we inspect the exit and wait until 1 s of total time elapses without a particle exiting, as proposed
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Fig. 10. Uncertainty Propagation for the first QoI z p using M3 and for initial nut positions z init = 0.02 (a) and z init = 0.1 (b). Magenta lines
indicate mean values, whereas the overall uncertainty quantified as 95% quantiles is denoted with green. (c)–(d) COV with respect to plots (a) and
(b) respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

in [48]. Subsequently, we break the arch by extracting one of the particles forming it and placing on top of the system
of beads. The simulation process is continued until the occurrence of a specified number of avalanche events. The
number Ns of beads per avalanche event exiting the opening, define the size of an avalanche and are registered per
avalanche event for further processing. Each propagation run consists of a campaign of 5000 avalanche events.
The simulations are performed using the model class M3 . In order to propagate the parameter uncertainty we use
N p = 100 samples θ (i) , i = 1, . . . , N p , from the calibration dataset obtained from the model class M3 . The selection
of the 100 samples is done with weighted Poisson sampling from the 8192 posterior samples during the calibration
runs with weights their posterior value. In order to minimize the computational time, we run multiple copies of the
system in parallel given a parameter sample θ (i) from the posterior PDF.
The QoI N p is the avalanche size N that corresponds to fixed probability Pr (Ns > N |θ ) = p of being exceeded by
the simulation process. The uncertainty in the QoI N p (θ ) due to the uncertainty in the parameter vector θ as a function
of the exceedance probability p is shown in Fig. 14(a). The mean predictions as well as those including the overall
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Fig. 11. Uncertainty Propagation for the second QoI texit during the mass segregation experiment using M3 and for initial nut positions
z init = 0.02 (a) and z init = 0.1 (b). Magenta Lines indicate mean values, whereas the overall uncertainty quantified as 5% and 95% quantiles is
denoted with green. (c)–(d) COV with respect to plots (a) and (b) respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

uncertainty in terms of the 5% and 95% percentile values (green lines) are shown in this figure. The 100 different
curves correspond to the different sample values of θ , drawn from the posterior distribution of the model parameters.
The robust estimate that takes into account the uncertainty in the parameter values is also shown in the figure.
Fig. 14(b) shows the COV(N p (θ )) due to the parametric uncertainty. In particular, the robust estimate of the avalanche
size with p = 0.01 exceedance probability is obtained from this figure to be N p = 45, while the fluctuation of the
avalanche size around this robust value due to parametric uncertainty ranges from N p (θ ) = 35 to 52. It is observed
that for high avalanche sizes, the robust estimates differ significantly from the estimates obtained from a single value
of the model parameters, reinforcing the important effect of uncertainties in predictions for such avalanche sizes.
It can be seen that the highest uncertainty is observed for the larger size avalanches corresponding to relatively low
exceedance probabilities, whereas the uncertainty is small in the case of small avalanches. This could be attributed to
the fact that intermediate and larger avalanches entail multiple collisions between the exiting disks, therefore the effect
of the parametric uncertainty is amplified, whereas single isolated events are less influenced from any collisions.
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Fig. 12. Uncertainty Propagation for the third QoI during the mass segregation experiment using M3 . (a) refers to z init = 0.02 and (b) refers to
z init = 0.1. Cumulative probabilities are depicted with solid lines whereas runs with the MAP parameters are depicted with dashed lines.

Fig. 13. Silo discharge system visualization. (a) System initialization. (b) Zoom towards the silo exit, during an avalanche. (c) Arch formation in
the orifice clogging the silo. A video of the process can be seen in the Supplementary Video 2 (see Appendix A).

6. Conclusions
A Bayesian uncertainty quantification framework was been introduced to bridge the results of experiments and
DEM simulations for granular flows. The framework enables a systematic parameter estimation and model selection
of force–displacement models that control the interaction between particles. Upon Bayesian calibration, these models
can be used to make robust model predictions for granular flows encountered in industrial applications.
In this work three Force–Displacement model classes were investigated. The first two model classes were special
case of the third one which was clearly promoted as the most probable model class by the Bayesian model selection
framework given the experimental data. The adequacy of the model classes was evaluated by quantifying uncertainty
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Fig. 14. (a) Uncertainty Propagation for the avalanche size N p corresponding to fixed probability of exceedance. Results are obtained using
model M3 . Magenta line indicates the robust estimate of avalanche size, blue lines indicates the estimates from the 100 different samples of the
parameter values, whereas the overall uncertainty quantified as 5% and 95% quantiles is denoted with green. (b) COV of the avalanche size N p .
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

and propagating to measured coefficients of restitution. The parameter uncertainty accounted only for part of the
experimental uncertainty, while the model error uncertainty was found to be important for fitting the experimental
data and its uncertainty. Predictions highlighted certain weaknesses of the F–D model calibration method, as it does
not cover all possible scenarios regarding initial rotational, velocity and impact angles cases that frequently occur
following a multi particle collision scenario. The present findings suggest that experiments should be carried out to
cover a wider parameter range and the experimental procedure should be designed carefully to reduce to the extent
possible the uncertainty in the experimental data. The present Bayesian framework indicates how to systematically
couple such experiments with DEM simulations to obtain improved F–D models.
The importance of robust predictions for granular flows using DEM simulations was illustrated, with two applications: the Brazil nut effect and Silo discharge for steel particles. The parametric uncertainties were propagated and
their significance was demonstrated for the selected QoI for these two problems.
Current work involves the development of hierarchical F–D models for DEM simulations using Bayesian uncertainty criteria. More accurate predictions for specific applications could be achieved not by a bottom-up approach of
inferring the F–D model by pairwise collisions, but by calibrating with a collective observable, such as radial distribution functions between segregating objects. Such experimental observations still remain scarce in the literature.
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